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Abstract

The present work introduces the implementation of wave generation and wave

absorption of non-linear, long-crested regular and irregular waves in the WCSPH-

based (Weakly Compressible Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics) DualSPHysics

solver. Open boundaries are applied here for both wave generation and absorp-

tion. These boundaries consist of buffer zones, on which physical quantities

are imposed, or extrapolated from the fluid domain using ghost nodes. Several

layers of buffer particles are used to create an inlet and an outlet, where the hor-

izontal component of the orbital velocities, surface elevation and pressure can be

imposed from any external source or extrapolated from the fluid domain. This

allows the creation of a numerical wave flume with a length of one wavelength.

Reflections within the fluid domain are successfully mitigated using a velocity

correction term at both inlet and outlet. The implementation is validated with

theoretical solutions, in terms of water surface elevation, wave orbital velocities,

and dynamic pressure. The model proves to be capable of propagating waves

with less than 5% reflection, and RMSE errors on physical quantities lower than
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4.3%. The application of open boundaries proves to be an accurate method to

generate and absorb non-linear waves within a restricted domain.

Keywords: wave generation; wave propagation; wave absorption; smoothed

particle hydrodynamics; open boundaries; DualSPHysics

1. Introduction

In recent years, the use of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) for

numerical modelling of both fundamental and engineering problems has known

a steady increase. The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method is a flexible

Lagrangian and mesh-less technique for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).

The Lagrangian reference frame of SPH makes it useful in solving problems

with large deformations and distorted free surfaces. In comparison with other

numerical methods, the SPH formulation is simple and robust [1, 2].

This research focuses on wave propagation, wave-structure interactions and

the application of SPH modeling to real engineering problems within coastal

and offshore engineering. In this regard, SPH has been successfully applied to a

number of free-surface problems that involve wave propagation, wave breaking

and splashing [3, 4]. The impact between a rigid body and water has been stud-

ied in [5]. Wave-body interactions using an incompressible SPH (ISPH) solver

have been studied in [6]. In [7], wave impact on coastal structures has been

investigated. A fixed cylinder in a wave train and forced motion of cylinders

generating waves are mentioned in [8], while floating bodies in waves have been

successfully studied in 2-D [9]. The feasibility of applying SPH for modelling

wave energy converters has been studied in [10] and [11]. 3-D problems of wave

generation by a heaving cone and a floating body in waves undergoing predomi-

nantly heave motion are investigated in [12]. The latter have also indicated that

simulations using a variable particle mass distribution can be beneficial.

Typically, SPH schemes are computationally intensive. However, recent ad-

vances using High Performance Computing (HPC) and Graphical Processing

Units (GPU) have strongly contributed to significant gains in computational
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effort [2]. Despite the use of HPC and GPUs, it is still challenging to model

real engineering problems, which are usually multi-scale. An alternative to

optimizing SPH for powerful computing hardware, is to study possible reduc-

tion of the computational domain. Importantly, this requires accurate and

stable boundary conditions, which is one of the SPHERIC Grand Challenges

(http://spheric-sph.org/grand-challenges). This research focuses on ap-

plying open boundary conditions within a small computational domain to ac-

curately model wave generation and wave absorption of non-linear regular and

irregular waves, with a high accuracy.

In numerical modeling, three main types of wave generation can be distin-

guished [13]:

• moving boundary generation;

• internal generation;

• static boundary generation;

Of these, only the first two have been applied to SPH models [14]. Internal

wave generation with a non-reflective internal wavemaker algorithm has been

proposed in [15] where the Boussinesq equations are used to derive a momentum

source term, which is added into an Incompressible SPH model using the La-

grangian Navier–Stokes equations. The most common wave generation method

in SPH is the moving boundary generation. This mechanism tries to translate

the mechanical wave generation techniques of experimental facilities directly

into the numerical model. A moving boundary is implemented as a numeri-

cal wavemaker that generates and absorbs waves. Examples of this generation

method can be found in [16, 9, 17, 14]. A 2-D numerical wave tank based

on the open-source SPH-based DualSPHysics solver [18] was presented in [19]

using analytical relaxation approach. In that work water particles inside the

source generation zone move according to periodical velocities obtained from

the Stokes wave theory. However, only regular wave cases were validated using

this approach. Neither irregular waves nor second-order bound long waves were
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simulated. Additionally, this type of wave generation technique has a higher

computational cost than wave generation with moving boundaries. This is due

to the large number of water particles needed in both the generation zone and

the sponge layers [20]. In [21], the relaxation zone method was successfully im-

plemented into DualSPHysics, acting as an internal wave maker and allowing

coupling to other models or analytical solutions. Wen et al. [22] developed

an absorbing wavemaker using the SPHysics model [23]. However, only linear

wave theory was applied to generate the waves and only regular wave tests were

considered. Omidvar et al. [24] used an irregular wave generation based on

the linear wave theory to generate focused waves but neither super nor subhar-

monic components were considered in their approach. Recently, [25] presented a

wave generation and absorption technique with non-reflective open boundaries,

similar to the the work presented in this paper. Non-reflective boundaries have

been also presented in [26] and [27], but focus more on confined flows rather

than free-surface waves. Similarly, open boundary formulations for confined flow

using an ISPH solver were introduced by [28] and [29] presented open bound-

ary conditions for an SPH Shallow Water Equations model. In [30], an open

boundary formulation using Riemann invariants to calculate the flow proper-

ties is introduced and applied to regular wave generation. Alternatively, wave

generation in SPH can also be achieved by coupling the SPH solver to a wave

propagation model. This was first demonstrated by [31], where the Boussinesq

model FUNWAVE was coupled to an SPH solver to model coastal wave propa-

gation. In [32], an ISPH solver is coupled to a quasi-arbitrary Lagrange-Euler

finite element method to generate sinusoidal waves. Similarly, the SPH solver

DualSPHysics was coupled to the wave propagation model SWASH in [33] and

to the fully non-linear potential flow model OceanWave3D in [34].

In addition to wave generation, wave absorption is equally important in

any physical or numerical model within coastal engineering. Wave absorption

is specifically necessary to damp the wave energy and reduce the reflections

generated by the domain boundaries. This can be done using passive wave

absorber systems, which can be established by placing a gentle slope, porous
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material or screens in front of the boundaries. Like this, a large amount of the

incident wave energy can be dissipated. Dimensions of passive wave absorption

systems typically depend on the specific wave conditions. An exponential wave

damping zone was applied in [35]. In DualSPHysics, a similar algorithm is

implemented and introduces a damping region in the fluid domain [14]. The

numerical algorithm is very similar to application of sponge areas or porous

materials in physical model tests.

Passive absorption is not sufficient when waves interact with structures; ac-

tive wave absorption system is then needed. In active absorption, the wave

generation method is corrected in order to remove the reflected waves present

in the domain and to damp the re-reflection phenomenon. With moving wave

generators, such as paddles and flaps, the corrected wavemaker displacement

in function of time is obtained by transforming the original wave signal, to

which an appropriate filter is applied. This filter can be a time-domain or

frequency-domain filter. In literature, there are differences noticeable in the

type of feedback correction signal used. In [36, 14], the free-surface elevation

at the wavemaker is used, while free-surface elevation and/or orbital velocities

at a fixed position in the fluid domain were used by [37]. In [38], forces acting

on the wavemaker were measured and used to calculate the correction signal.

The active wave absorption algorithm developed in this work applies velocity

corrections to the wave generator and wave absorber, based on the measured

surface elevations within the fluid domain, and thus relates the most to [36] and

[14].

Typically, SPH domains for wave propagation modeling are at least 3-4 wave-

lengths long [33]. Combined with a required small particle size to accurately

reproduce the surface elevation, this leads to computationally intensive simula-

tions. This research is aimed at reducing the necessary fluid domain to a length

of only one wavelength, and provide accurate boundary conditions capable of

active wave generation and absorption. In this manner, real open sea conditions

can be simulated where waves enter at the left-hand-side of the fluid domain

and exit freely at the right-hand-side. The WCSPH model DualSPHysics will be
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employed to demonstrate these new wave generation and wave absorption tech-

niques, using the recently developed open boundaries [39]. The applied open

boundary formulation is based on the use of buffer layers adjacent to the fluid

domain. Buffer particles are used to enforce certain conditions in presence of

fluid inlets and outlets. Particularly, the physical information of buffer particles

is either assigned a priori or extrapolated from the fluid domain using a first

order consistent procedure. The major benefits of this method are:

• Using open boundaries for wave generation and absorption is meant to

cover those cases where classical wave generation techniques can fail or are

very computationally expensive, e.g. open sea states, simulating floating

devices, wave breaking conditions, etc.

• The buffer zones in the open boundaries accept physical information ex-

trapolated from to fluid domain or imposed from any external source: e.g.

linear wave theory, non-linear wave theories, external numerical models

such as CFD models, or even measurement data.

Although a weakly compressible SPH scheme has been adopted in the present

work, it is work noting that the key elements of the proposed procedure can be

extended also to other types of SPH models such as Incompressible SPH [35]

and/or ones based on the Arbitrarily Eulerian-Lagrangian formulation originally

proposed by Vila [40].

The structure of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, the applied SPH

model is described in detail. Next, the methodology of wave generation and

absorption applying open boundaries is discussed in Section 3. This includes

a general description of the methodology and the applied non-linear wave the-

ories. A specification of the benchmark tests used to validate the introduced

methodology is given in Section 4. In Section 5, the results of the benchmark

tests are shown and discussed. In Section 6, the conclusions and future work

are finally presented.
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2. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics model

The solver used for the detailed modelling of the wave-structure interactions

is DualSPHysics [18]. This section explains the theory behind the software,

and is strongly based on the DualSPHysics User Guide v4.2 [41]. DualSPHysics

applies the SPH formulation, a meshless method that describes the fluid as a set

of discrete elements, named particles. The physical properties of a particle a,

determined by the Navier-Stokes equations, can be calculated by interpolation

of the values of the nearest neighbouring particles. The contribution of the

neighbouring particles is weighted, based on their distance to particle a, using

a kernel function W , and a smoothing length hSPH.

Fundamentally, any function F (r), defined in r’, is estimated by integral

approximation:

F (r) =

∫
F (r’)W (r− r’, hSPH)dr (1)

In order to numerically solve equation (1), discretisation is necessary. In its

discrete form, the integral approximation transforms into a summation over all

the particles within the region of compact support of the kernel:

F (ra) ≈
∑

b

F (rb)W (ra − rb, hSPH)∆vb (2)

Here, ∆vb is the volume of the neighbouring particle b. If ∆vb = mb/ρb, with

m and ρ being the mass and density of particle b, then equation (2) becomes:

F (ra) ≈
∑

b

F (rb)
mb

ρb
W (ra − rb, hSPH) (3)

The choice of the smoothing kernel has a large influence on the performance of

the SPH model. The kernel is expressed as a function of the non-dimensional

distance between particles q = r/hSPH. Here, r is the distance between a certain

particle a and a particle b, while hSPH is the smoothing length, controlling the

area around particle a in which neighbouring particles are considered. In this

work, to ensure stability with a high number of particles, a Quintic kernel is

applied [42] with an influence domain of 2hSPH, defined as:

W (q, hSPH) = αD

(
1− q

2

)4

(2q + 1) 0 ≤ q ≤ 2 (4)
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Here, αD is equal to 7/4πh2
SPH (2-D). The smoothing length is set equal to

hSPH = 2 dp with dp the initial particle spacing.

2.1. Governing equations

The governing equations in SPH are the Navier–Stokes equations. In its

SPH formulation, the momentum conservation is expressed as:

dva
dt

= −
∑

b

mb

(
Pb
ρ2
b

+
Pa
ρ2
a

+ Πab

)
∇aWab + g (5)

In equation 5, P is the pressure of the particle a or b, while ρ is the density.

The viscosity term Πab is based on the artificial viscosity scheme [43] defined

as:

Πab =





−αcabµab

ρab
vab · rab < 0

0 vab · rab > 0

(6)

With ρab = 0.5(ρa + ρb), rab = ra − rb and vab = va − vb, in which rk is the

particle position and vk the velocity. The mean speed of sound is denoted as

cab and α is a coefficient that needs to be set by the user to ensure a proper

dissipation. In this work, the value of α is set to 0.01, based on [7], where wave

propagation and wave loadings on coastal structures were studied.

This research applies a weakly-compressible SPH formulation (WCSPH).

This means that the mass of every particle is kept constant, while only their

density fluctuates. These fluctuations are calculated by solving the continuity

equation, expressing the conservation of mass. In SPH formulation, this is

defined by:

dρa
dt

=
∑

b

mbvab · ∇aWab (7)

According to [44, 45], the relationship between density and pressure follows the

so-called Tait’s equation of state; a small density oscillation will lead to large

pressure variations:

P = B

[(
ρ

ρ0

)γ
− 1

]
(8)
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Here, B is related to the compressibility of the fluid, while ρ0 is the reference

density, which is set to 1000 kg/m3 in this work. The parameter γ is the

polytrophic constant, ranging between 1 and 7. Here, a value of 7 is used. The

maximum limit for the density is set for B = c2ρ0/γ, with c the speed of sound.

Consequently, the choice of B is of high importance, since it determines the

value of the speed of soundwhich is artificially lowered to ensure a reasonable

time step [44]. However it is advised to keep c at least 10 times faster than the

maximum expected flow velocity to ensure that the fluid is weakly compressible.

Here, c = 20 ∗ Umax with Umax =
√

(g ∗ d).

The time integration of the equations can be performed using a Verlet scheme

or a two-stage Symplectic method. The latter is time reversible in the absence

of friction or viscous effects [46]. In this work, both schemes are applied. For

the simple wave propagation tests, the Verlet scheme is applied, while the wave

transmission and reflection tests are performed with the Symplectic method,

which has an accuracy in time of O(∆t2) and involves a predictor and corrector

stage. The time step is computed according to [3] depending on the CFL number

(here, CFL=0.2), the force terms and the viscous diffusion term. Additionally,

the shifting algorithm introduced by [6] was applied with a threshold value of

AFST of 1.5.

2.2. Delta-SPH formulation

The state equation mentioned in Section 2.1 describes a very stiff density

field. Unfortunately, this can lead to high-frequency low-amplitude oscillations

in the density field [47]. This effect is enlarged by the natural disordering of

the lagrangian particles. In order to mitigate these pressure fluctuations, the

δ-SPH formulation of Molteni & Colagrossi [47] is adopted in the present work,

which consists in adding a diffusive term to the continuity equation:

dρa
dt

=
∑

b

mbvab · ∇aWab + 2δΦhc0
∑

b

(ρb − ρa)
rab · ∇aWab

r2
ab

mb

ρb
(9)

where, δΦ is the free parameter which needs to be selected appropriately. The

influence of this added term in the continuity equation has been carefully stud-
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ied by [48, 49]. Within the fluid domain bulk, equation 9 represents an exact

diffusive term. However, close to open boundaries such as the free surface, the

behaviour changes. There, the kernel is truncated (there are no particles sam-

pled outside of an open boundary), which results in a net first-order contribution

[48]. Consequently, a net force is applied to the particles. For non-hydrostatic

situations, this force is not considered relevant, since the magnitude is negligible

with respect to any other involved forces. [48] did propose corrections to this

effect, but they require a large computational cost since the correction involves

the solution of a renormalization problem for the density gradient. Within this

work, the recommended delta-SPH (δΦ) coefficient of 0.1 [18] is applied.

2.3. Open boundary conditions

Within this work, open boundaries are applied to generate and absorb waves.

The implementation of open boundaries in DualSPHysics is discussed in detail in

[39]. Inflow and outflow buffers can be defined near the inlets and outlets of the

computational domain. Flow conditions can be either imposed or extrapolated

from the domain interior using ghost nodes. In the latter case, variables at the

ghost nodes are first calculated via a standard particle interpolation and then

corrected to retrieve first order consistency. Finally, they are mirrored back to

the boundary particles using Taylor series approximations.

A sketch of the implemented boundary condition model is shown in Figure

1 for a generic free-surface flow. The innermost dashed curve represents an

open boundary, followed by a buffer layer of particles which are used to define

the boundary condition. In the case of a domain inlet, a velocity is usually

imposed for the particles in the buffer such that the dot product between the

assigned velocity vector and the outer normal to the inlet curve is negative. On

the contrary, the inlet pressure is gathered from interpolation nodes within the

fluid domain, namely ghost nodes. Particles in a buffer adjacent to a domain

inlet are named inflow particles. Conversely, particles that populate the buffers

adjacent to the outlets of the computational domain are called outflow particles.

In the present research, the buffer width is chosen as 8·dp in the direction normal
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Figure 1: Sketch of the implemented open boundary model, adapted from [39].

to the open boundary, where dp is the particle size adopted in DualSPHysics.

2.4. Dynamic boundary condition with pressure correction

The discretization of a fixed or moving solid boundary in DualSPHysics is

realized through the use of dynamic boundary particles (Crespo et al. 2007).

Also called dynamic boundary conditions (DBC), these have the advantage of

being applicable to arbitrary 2-D and 3-D shapes, and have provided good

validation in many engineering problems [50, 51]. However, the use of DBC is

sometime problematic due to the unphysical density and pressure values that

arise during particle interactions. Additionally, DBC exert high repulsive forces

on the fluid particles, causing the formation of a gap between the fluid and the

solid. In the present work, a correction is applied to the dynamic boundary

particles using the working principles of the open boundary algorithm in [39].

While the velocity of the dynamic boundary particles is set to zero, the density

and pressure are retrieved from the fluid domain using mirrored ghost nodes.

This approach is also similar to the method used in [52]. The correction is seen

to significantly mitigate the pressure oscillations in the fluid domain, and also

removes the issue of the gap between the boundary and the fluid particles. The

use of the correction comes with a slightly larger computational cost, in that
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both the continuity and momentum equations are solved for the DBC, and a

unit vector normal to the DBC is calculated for each boundary particle.

3. Methodology

3.1. General Description

In this work, generation and absorption of non-linear regular and irregular

waves is performed within the Weakly Compressible SPH (WCSPH) solver Du-

alSPHysics, by applying the open boundary formulation from [39], as described

in Section 2.3. The open boundaries are implemented as a zone of buffer par-

ticles. Physical quantities such as velocity, surface elevation and pressure can

either be imposed on the buffer particles or extrapolated from within the fluid

domain. The imposed physical quantities can originate from any source: linear

or non-linear wave theories, external numerical models or even measurement

data. When buffer particles cross the domain edge, they are removed from the

domain. Buffer particles entering the fluid domain are transformed into fluid

particles, and fluid particles entering the buffer zone become buffer particles.

In the specific case an inflow buffer particle crosses the buffer-fluid interface,

it becomes a fluid particle and a new buffer particle is created at the inflow

boundary.

Here, a fluid domain with a length of 1 wavelength is chosen, with an inlet

at the left-hand-side of the domain and an outlet at the right-hand-side of the

domain (see Figure 2). Each buffer zone consists of 8 layers of buffer particles.

A sensitivity analysis illustrated in Figure 3 has shown that wave propagation

results are accurate for buffer zones with at least 8 layers. The dimensionless

amplitude KD is shown in function of the normalized position x/Lwav for a

Stokes third-order wave. The number of layers nl is varied from 1 to 16 and is

doubled each iteration. It is clear that the KD values for 8 layers and 16 layers

are almost identical and the result can be considered as converged.

The imposed physical quantities originate from non-linear wave theory, de-

tailed in Section 3.3. At the inlet, theoretical horizontal orbital velocities and
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Figure 2: General sketch of numerical domain set-up to illustrate the generation/absorption

methodology.

Table 1: Imposed and extrapolated quantities for inlet and outlet buffer particles

(Imp=imposed, Ext=extrapolated, Stat=hydrostatic).

Quantity u w η p

inlet Imp 0 Imp Stat

outlet Imp 0 Ext Ext

surface elevation are imposed on the buffer particles, while the pressure is set

to be hydrostatic, denoted pstat. At the outlet, only the horizontal orbital ve-

locities are imposed, the surface elevation and pressure are extrapolated from

the fluid domain. No vertical orbital velocities are applied, analysis has proven

that there is no accuracy benefit by imposing vertical velocities, but there is a

negative impact on particle spacing. One drawback of imposing only the hori-

zontal velocities in the buffer areas is the arising of a diverging velocity field near

the open boundaries. However, since the area of interest will never be directly

adjacent to a buffer zone, there is no negative impact on accuracy.

By imposing horizontal velocities on both the inlet and outlet, the hydro-

dynamic problem becomes overconstrained, which can result in unwanted re-

flections in the fluid domain. Additionally, when a floating or fixed structure is

positioned in the fluid domain, waves will reflect on the structure and transform

around it. The open boundaries should be able to compensate for the reflected

waves and the outlet needs to absorb the transformed wave effectively. In this

work, this is done by applying velocity corrections at the inlet and the outlet,
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0.7

1.5

1.0
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Figure 3: Sensitivity analysis on the number of buffer particle layers nl necessary for accurate

wave propagation.

based on the measured free surface close the buffer interface, specifically at a

distance of 8 ·dp. This distance has been selected based on a sensitivity analysis,

illustrated in Figure 4. The same Stokes third-order wave was simulated, each

time varying the wave measurement distance from 1 ·dp to 16 ·dp. At a distance

of 8 · dp, the wave measurement location is close enough to the buffer zone to

have a minimal phase difference, but far enough to avoid inaccuracies due to

transitional effects between the buffer zone and the fluid domain. In Figure 2,

these measuring locations are denoted as WGin (Wave Gauge) and WGout. The

applied velocity correction is a shallow water absorption assumption based on

the measured reflection [53], but is implemented differently depending on the

inlet or the outlet.

3.1.1. Inlet Velocity Correction

At the inlet, the objective is to always generate the required incident wave.

The surface elevation is measured directly outside of the inlet, and the velocity is

corrected to ensure that the generated surface elevation matches the theoretical

one. In case a higher surface elevation is measured than what was imposed, the

corrected velocity should be lower than the originally imposed profile, in order

to compensate the excess of velocity, since that profile leads to reflections in the
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Figure 4: Sensitivity analysis on distance dWG to the inlet/outlet interface of the active wave

absorption wave gauges, necessary for accurate wave propagation.

fluid domain. Within the code, this correction is implemented as follows:

uin(z, t) = utheory(z, t)− [ηWG,in − ηtheory] ·
√
g

d
(10)

Here, vx,in is the horizontal velocity at the inlet, vx,theory is the imposed hor-

izontal velocity, ηWG,in is the measured free surface elevation near the inlet,

ηtheory is the imposed free surface, g is the earth’s acceleration and d is the

water depth. This correction is similar to the active wave absorption applied

in [14], although there it was used to correct the displacement of a piston-type

wavemaker formed by moving boundary particles.

3.1.2. Outlet Velocity Correction

At the outlet, the objective is to absorb any wave propagating towards the

outlet. Technically, the applied open boundaries do not absorb the wave, but

rather try to match the velocity field present in the fluid domain as close as

possible, creating an ’open door’ for the propagating wave. The surface elevation

is measured directly outside of the outlet, and the velocity is corrected to ensure

that the imposed velocities match the measured ones. In case a higher surface

elevation is measured than what was imposed, the corrected velocity should be

higher than the originally imposed profile, in order to prevent discontinuities in
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the velocity field, which would induce unwanted reflected waves into the domain:

uout(z, t) = utheory(z, t)− [ηtheory − ηWG,out] ·
√
g

d
(11)

3.2. Implementation Into DualSPHysics

The methodology described above is implemented into the DualSPHysics

source code, as illustrated in Figure 5. In the main simulation script, some

minor modifications are made. At initialisation, a boolean is created to specify

if active wave absorption is required or not. Additionally, it is possible to read

in the theoretical surface elevations needed to calculate the velocity correction

from a text file. Alternatively, these theoretical values are calculated within the

DualSPHysics code itself by using newly created Stokes fifth-order functions.

During the simulation, the surface elevation at WGin and WGout are measured

and put into global variables. The theoretical surface elevations are read in

from a file at discrete time intervals, and thus need to be interpolated to the

current DualSPHysics timestep. If active wave absorption is required, the veloc-

ity correction is activated. Optionally, the theoretical surface elevations can be

calculated here. The velocity correction is calculated as detailed in Algorithm

1 below. There, a distinction is made between an inlet and an outlet, since the

velocity correction is calculated differently. A ramp function is used to smoothly

introduce the velocity correction over a certain ramp time. Next, the velocity

correction is calculated as discussed in equations 10 and 11. Lastly, the velocity

corrections are copied to the GPU memory where they are subtracted from the

original particle velocities.

3.3. Applied Non-linear Wave Theory

Both the wave generation and absorption applied in this work are based on

imposing free surface and horizontal orbital velocities.
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JSphGpuSingle.cpp

JSphInOutGridData.cpp

Initialisation
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- read in etatheory
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- interpolate etatheory
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- calculate ramp
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(optional)

uparticles - ucorr

JSphGpu_InOut_ker.cu

CPU GPU

Figure 5: Implementation of velocity correction in DualSPHysics source code.

if zone = inlet then

if time < ramptime then

ramp = time/ramptime;

else

ramp = 1.0;

etainlet = etatheory*ramp;

ucorr = (etameasured-etainlet)*sqrt(g/depth);

else zone = outlet

if time < ramptime then

ramp = time/ramptime;

else

ramp = 1.0;

etaoutlet = etatheory*ramp;

ucorr = (etaoutlet-etameasured)*sqrt(g/depth);

call inletoutletvelocity(other input,ucorr);

Algorithm 1: Implementation of active wave absorption in

JSphInOutGridData.cpp.
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3.3.1. Regular Waves

For regular waves, the imposed quantities are calculated with the fifth-order

solution to the Stokes Theory, given by [54]:

kη(x, t) =
5∑

i=1

εi
i∑

j=1

Bij cos[jk(x− ct+
θ

k
)] (12)

ε = ka (13)

c = Ūc + Ū (14)

Ū

√
k

g
= C0 + ε2C2 + ε4C4 (15)

u(x, z, t) = Ūc + C0

√
g

k3

5∑

i=1

εi
i∑

j=1

Aij cosh(jkz)jk cos[jk(x− ct+
θ

k
)] (16)

Here, η is the surface elevation, k is the wave number (defined as k = 2π/L,

with L the wavelength), a is the wave amplitude, g is the earth acceleration, c

is the wave velocity, Ūc is the mean current velocity, Ū is the mean horizontal

velocity, θ is the phase constant. The wave period T can be calculated based

on the wave number k and the wave celerity c, T = 2π/(kc). The constants Aij

Bij and Ci are theory-specific and can be found in the appendix. The z-axis

has its origin at the still water level and is negative downwards.

3.3.2. Irregular Waves

For irregular waves, the surface elevation is calculated based on linear wave

theory with a second-order correction, including both sub-harmonic (bound long

waves) and super-harmonic components. This is done based on a Joint North

Sea Wave Observaption Project (JONSWAP) wave spectrum, of which 200 wave

components are summed to construct the irregular surface elevation. The cor-

responding orbital velocities are approximated by applying the shallow water

wave theory and are thus considered constant over the water depth:

u(x, t) = ηirr(x, t) ·
√
g

d
(17)
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4. Test Program

The application of wave generation and absorption using open boundaries is

hereby validated with theoretical and experimental results from the literature.

Firstly, a stable non-linear standing wave is simulated by considering the outlet

as a fixed wall. Secondly, simple wave propagation of regular and irregular waves

is studied. Thirdly, a number of tests is performed to investigate the correct

reproduction of wave transmission and wave reflection.

4.1. Standing Wave Test

First, a non-linear standing wave is simulated. A 2-D fluid domain with a

water depth d and a length of 1 wavelength Lwav is used. An inlet is used for

wave generation, while a wall is placed at the other end of the domain. If the

inlet functions correctly, the applied velocity correction should ensure a stable

standing wave in the fluid. This should result in visible nodes and antinodes in

the surface elevation, as well as in the orbital velocities.

4.2. Wave Propagation Tests

A series of propagating waves is simulated. A 2-D fluid domain with a

water depth d and a length of 1 wavelength Lwav is used. An inlet is used for

wave generation, while an outlet handles the wave absorption (see Figure 2).

The waves are selected based on their linear or non-linear characteristics, as

described by the diagram of [55], adapted in Figure 6. A selection of 5 wave

types is chosen, including 4 regular waves and one irregular wave. The specific

characteristics such as wave height H(s), wave period T(m), water depth d and

particle size dp are listed in Table 2. The particle size is selected based on the

rule of thumb that dp ≤ H/10, as demonstrated in [14] and [56]. The validity

of the regular wave theories is illustrated in Figure 6. The accuracy of the wave

propagation is assessed by comparing surface elevation, orbital velocities and

dynamic pressures with theoretical results.
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V

d

Figure 6: Selection of waves tested with the two-way coupled model. Tests II-V are indicated

on the graph (adapted from [55]). The normalized water depth is denoted as d
gτ2

, while H
gτ2

is the normalized wave height.

4.3. Wave Transmission Tests

Next, a combination of wave reflection and wave transformation is studied

by simulating wave propagation over a submerged breakwater with a smooth

impermeable slope (see Figure 7). Part of the wave will reflect on the break-

water, while part of the wave will be transmitted over the breakwater. A fluid

domain with a water depth of d and length of 2 · Lwav is selected. An inlet is

used for wave generation, while an outlet handles the wave absorption. The

submerged breakwater is positioned midway along the length, has a height of

hbw and a slope of 1/1.5. The ratio d/hbw is equal to 1.2. Validation of this

test case is obtained by comparing the transmission coefficient CT = Ht

Hi
with

results from [57].
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Table 2: Wave Propagation Tests: Wave Conditions.

Test Wave Wave Wave Water Wave Particle

Number Theory Height Period Depth Length Size

H(s) [m] T(m) [s] d [m] L [m] dp [m]

I Standing 0.15 2.0 0.7 4.62 0.020

II Linear 0.02 1.5 1.0 3.35 0.0020

III Stokes 2nd 0.08 2.0 1.0 5.22 0.010

IV Stokes 3rd 0.15 2.0 0.7 4.62 0.010

V Stream Function 0.06 2.0 0.3 3.26 0.005

VI Irregular Wave 0.15 2.0 1.0 / 0.01

4.4. Wave Reflection Tests

Lastly, wave reflection tests are carried out by propagating irregular waves

on smooth impermeable breakwaters with varying slopes (see Figure 8). The

domain consists of a fluid section with a water depth d and a length of 1 wave-

length Lwav. A smooth impermeable breakwater with slope angle α is installed

at the right side of the domain. Validation of the test case is achieved by cal-

culating the reflection coefficient CR with WaveLab, and comparing the result

to the formula of [58]:

CR =
aξ

b+ ξ2
ξ =

tanα√
2πH
gT 2

(18)

Equation (18) is valid for values of ξ ranging from 2.0 to 6.0. For the wave

conditions used in this test case, this results in slope angles between 20◦ and

45◦.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Standing Wave Test

The accuracy of wave propagation with open boundaries is assessed by com-

paring SPH surface elevation and orbital velocities with the corresponding the-

oretical results, as illustrated in Figure 9. The first graph shows the comparison
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Figure 7: Set-up of wave transmission tests with submerged breakwaters and smooth imper-

meable slopes.

of the surface elevation, the second graph the horizontal orbital velocities and

the third graph the vertical orbital velocities. The theoretical standing wave was

calculated as a Stokes 2nd order standing wave. For a perfectly linear stand-

ing wave pattern, the free-surface elevation should be zero at the nodes and

twice the amplitude of the incident waves at the antinodes. As visible in 9, a

perfect pattern is not achieved, since we have simulated a non-linear standing

wave. The amplitudes at the nodes are very small (maximum 2 cm) as predicted

by the second-order solution and the amplitudes at the antinodes are close to

their maximum. Both the horizontal and vertical orbital velocities show good

agreement with the theoretical result.

5.2. Wave Propagation Tests

The accuracy of wave propagation with open boundaries is now assessed by

comparing SPH surface elevation, orbital velocities and dynamic pressures with

the corresponding theoretical results.

5.2.1. Surface Elevations

The surface elevation for the regular waves, measured at the center of the

domain is compared to the theoretical surface elevation in Figure 10. It is clear
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Figure 8: Set-up of wave reflection tests on breakwaters with a smooth impermeable slope.

that the surface elevation is simulated with a very high accuracy. Both the wave

crest and wave through are reproduced excellently. Additionally, the asymmetry

of the non-linear wave types is present as well. In order to quantify the accuracy,

RMSE values are calculated as follows:

RMSE =

√
1
n

∑n
i=1(ηSPH − ηtheory)2

hSPH
hSPH = 1.2 · dp ·

√
2 (19)

This is a specific RMSE calculation for SPH simulations, where the error is non-

dimensional with respect to the smoothing length hSPH. Results are considered

acceptable when the RMSE value is lower than one. In Table 3, the RMSE

values for the surface elevation of the propagating wave tests are given. The

calculated errors are low and range from 13.9% for wave V to 17.5% for wave III,

proving that the applied wave generation and absorption technique is capable

of accurately reproducing the surface elevation of linear and non-linear waves.

Table 3: RMSE values for surface elevations of wave types II-V.

Wave Test II III IV V

RMSE 0.169 0.175 0.172 0.139
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Figure 9: Comparison of surface elevation η (top), horizontal orbital velocity u (middle) and

vertical orbital velocity w (bottom) in nodes and antinodes for a non-linear standing wave.

Additionally, the dimensionless amplitude KD is calculated as follows:

KD =

√
8 ·∑nt

i=0 η
2
i

H · nt
(20)

Here, nt is the number of time steps. The KD value is calculated for waves II-V

and plotted as a function of the domain length in Figure 11. It is clear that

the reflections in the domain are minimal, with KD values ranging from 0.95 to

1.02.

Lastly, the propagation of an irregular wave with Hs = 0.15 m and Tm = 2.0

s was simulated. The accuracy of the simulation is determined by performing a

reflection analysis with WaveLab on an irregular wave train of 500 waves. The

analysis is based on the N-gauge extension of the 3-gauge Mansard and Funke

method, as presented in [59]. The result is illustrated in Figure 12, where the

incident spectrum Sincident, the reflected spectrum Sreflected, and the reflection

coefficient CR are given. Around the peak frequency of 0.39Hz, reflection is
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Figure 11: Dimensionless amplitude wave tests II-V.
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Figure 12: Reflection analysis of irregular wave.
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Figure 13: Surface elevation comparison between theoretical and numerical result, measured

in the middle of the domain.

very low with CR ranging from 8% to 11%. Towards the higher frequencies,

CR rises up to 26%. However, the spectral density from these high-frequency

components is very low, and the impact on the accuracy of the surface elevation

is minimal. Next to a frequency analysis, the surface elevation can be compared

in the time domain. A visual representation of the comparison of the surface

elevation between the theoretical and numerical results is visible in Figure 13.

It is clear that DualSPHysics with the current open boundary formulation can

properly propagate non-linear irregular waves.
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Figure 14: Comparison of horizontal orbital velocities of simulated waves to non-linear wave

theory.

5.2.2. Orbital Velocities

A propagating wave is not only characterized by its surface elevation, but also

by the orbital velocities in the horizontal and vertical directions. In Figure 14,

the horizontal orbital velocities under a wave crest are compared to theoretical

results, while the vertical orbital velocities are compared in Figure 15. Despite

some small oscillations, probably due to the small artificial viscosity parameter

alpha herein adopted, DualSPHysics is capable of accurately reproducing the

horizontal and vertical orbital velocities. In order to quantify the accuracy,

RMSE values are calculated as follows:

RMSE =

√
1
n

∑n
i=1(uSPH − utheory)2

max(utheory)
(21)

The results for each Wave Test are summarized in Table 4. The RMSE val-

ues range from 1.5% to 4.3%, proving the high accuracy of wave generation,

propagation and absorption.

Table 4: RMSE values for orbital velocities of wave types II-V.

Wave Test II III IV V

RMSEu 0.023 0.043 0.027 0.015

RMSEw 0.021 0.024 0.026 0.018
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Figure 15: Comparison of vertical orbital velocities of simulated waves to non-linear wave

theory.

5.2.3. Pressure

Herein the pressure distribution obtained with SPH is compared to the cor-

responding pressure profile from theory. The results are shown in Figure 16,

where the mean total pressure, p(z), and its standard deviation are plotted as

a function of the vertical position, z, at a certain time, ti, and at the middle

section xs = Lwav/2. The solid line represents the value of p(z) while the shaded

area is indicative of standard deviation, calculated as:

p(z) =
1

nt

tsim∑

ti=0

p(xs, z, ti) (22)

σp(z) =

√√√√ 1

nt

tsim∑

ti=0

(p(xs, z, ti)− p(z))2
(23)

Here, p is the total pressure at a certain point (xs, z) at a certain time ti. The

standard deviation is directly related to the added dynamic pressure due to

the wave action. The wave tests III, IV and V have excellent agreement, while

wave test II has a slightly curved pressure distribution. Wave test IV has the

highest wave height of 0.15m, leading to higher pressure fluctuations and higher

velocities of the buffer particles. Again, the RMSE values are calculated for the

mean total pressure as RMSEp =
√

1
n

∑n
i=1(psim − ptheory)2/max(ptheory), see
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Figure 16: Comparison of dynamic pressure of tested waves. The solid line represents the

mean total pressure while the shaded area represents the standard deviation

Table 5. The RMSE values for all 4 waves are low, ranging from 0.002 to 0.008,

with the best performance for wave type II and the worst performance for wave

type V. It is remarked that the RMSE values are low because the total pressure

is considered here rather than the dynamic pressure.

Table 5: RMSE values for mean total pressure of wave types II-V.

Wave Test II III IV V

RMSEp 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008

5.2.4. Computational Speed-up

One of the main benefits of applying open boundaries is to have a relatively

small domain for open sea states where waves need to freely propagate through

the domain without any reflections. While classic wave propagation simulations

in SPH require a domain length of 3-4 wavelengths, the domain here can be

only 1 wavelength long. This leads to a significant reduction in computational

effort and cost. In order to quantify the achievable computational speed-up, the

number of particles and the simulation runtime are compared between the new

open boundary method and a classic wave propagation simulation with a flume

length of 4 wavelengths. Based on this rule of thumb, the classic simulations
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are run and compared to new method in Table 6. The comparison between

the number of particles results in a theoretical speed-up. However, the runtime

comparison indicates that there can be a difference between theoretical speed-up

and effective computational speed-up. Nevertheless, it is clear that a significant

computational speed-up is possible by using open boundaries and a reduced

domain size. The effective computational speed-up ranges from 146% to 727%.

Table 6: Computational speed-up for wave propagation tests.

Time [hr] # Particles

Wave Classic New Computational Classic New Theoretical

Test Method Method Speed-up Method Method Speed-up

II 39.33 14.38 273% 2442k 1512k 162%

III 3.74 0.51 727% 434k 89k 487%

IV 0.83 0.42 197% 260k 66k 396%

V 1.30 0.89 146% 301k 144k 209%

5.3. Wave Transmission Tests

A number of regular waves are hereby propagating towards a submerged

breakwater with a smooth, impermeable slope of 1/1.5. Part of the waves re-

flects on the structure, while another part of the wave energy is transmitted

over the breakwater. This results in a reduction of the wave height behind the

breakwater. The accuracy of the simulations is quantified by comparing the

calculated transmission coefficient, CT , with the theoretical values published in

[57]. The comparison is illustrated in Figure 17. Since there are some fluc-

tuations in the measured wave height in the lee of the submerged breakwater,

the average transmission coefficient is calculated and plotted together with the

measured standard deviation. In the left graph, the theoretical relation be-

tween the dimensionless wave height H/gT 2 and the transmission coefficient

CT is compared to the simulated data. Simulations were performed with 4 wave
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Figure 17: Comparison of simulated transmission coefficient CT,SPH and theoretical trans-

mission coefficient CT,Theory.

heights, ranging from 0.035m to 0.18m. Lower wave heights would result in a

too small particle size and thus a too long computation time. The accuracy is

good with errors on CT ranging from 1% to 4%. The right graph illustrates this

by comparing the measured and theoretical transmission coefficient directly.

5.4. Wave Reflection Tests

An irregular wave train of 500 waves is propagated towards a breakwater with

a smooth, impermeable slope. Part of the waves reflects on the structure, while

another part of the wave energy dissipates due to breaking and run-up. The

accuracy of the simulations is quantified by comparing the calculated reflection

coefficient CR, with the theoretical values published in [58]. The comparison

is illustrated in Figure 18. In the left graph, the theoretical relation between

the slope angle α and the reflection coefficient CR is compared to the simulated

data. Simulations were performed with 6 slope angles, ranging from 20◦ to

45◦ with a step of 5◦. The accuracy is good with errors on CR ranging from

1.2% to 6.8%. The right graph illustrates this by comparing the measured and

theoretical reflection coefficient directly.
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Figure 18: Comparison of simulated reflection coefficient CR,SPH and theoretical reflection

coefficient CR,Theory.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel wave generation and absorption method using open

boundaries was introduced. A fluid domain of one wavelength long is selected,

with an inlet and outlet composed of 8 buffer particle layers at both sides. At

the inlet, theoretical horizontal velocity and surface elevation are imposed to the

buffer particles, while the pressure is extrapolated from ghost nodes placed in

the fluid domain. At the outlet, only theoretical horizontal velocity is imposed,

while pressure and surface elevation are extrapolated from the fluid domain.

At both the inlet and outlet, a custom velocity correction algorithm is applied,

based on measuring the reflected wave and calculating the corrected velocity

based on shallow water wave theory. The introduced generation and absorption

methodology is applied to the WCSPH solver DualSPHysics. The methodology

is validated by comparing simulation results to theoretical results and results

from literature. Generally, wave generation/absorption with open boundaries

has the following benefits:

• The computation time can be significantly smaller for open sea simulations

where no reflections are present since a fluid domain of only one wavelength

long is sufficient for accurate wave propagation. Cases where this is of
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high interest are, for example, simulations of floating structures/devices

such as Wave Energy Converters, offshore floating wind platforms, etc.

Alternatively, for the same computation time as a typical SPH simulation

with moving boundaries and a domain length of 3-4 wavelengths [33], there

is the possibility of simulating more particles for a higher accuracy (see

also Table 6).

• The quantities imposed on the buffer particles can come from any type

of external sources:: linear or non-linear wave theories, other numerical

models such as CFD models, potential flow models, Boussinesq models,

and measurement data could be imposed.

• Due to the automatic insertion and removal of buffer particles through

the boundary lines, there are no issues with preserving mass conservation

due to Stokes drift.

Though the open boundary formulation implemented in DualSPHyiscs by

[39] has been shown to properly simulate wave generation and absorption, this

methodology will be further expanded. The extension of the algorith to a 3−D
environment needs to be tested and validated thoroughly. Next, The methodol-

ogy will be applied to simulate scale models of floating wave energy converters,

and validated with experimental data. Additionally, a study will investigate if

the inlet can be used in a region where classic piston-type wave generation fails,

e.g. close to a wave breaking zone. If this is the case, large computational gains

are predicted. Finally, research will be performed into more complex shapes

of the buffer zones, such as circular zones acting as inlet and outlet simultane-

ously. The upgraded methodology will be thoroughly tested and compared to

theoretical solutions and experimental datasets.
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Appendix A. Fifth-Order Wave Theory Constants

Here, the constants Aij Bij and Ci, necessary to calculate the surface ele-

vation and orbital velocities with the Stokes 5th Order Wave Theory in a water

depth D are given:

S =
cosh 2kD

sinh 2kD

A11 = 1/ sinh(kD)

A22 = 3S2/[2(1− S)2]

A31 = (−4− 20S + 10S2 − 13S3)/[8 sinh(kD)(1− S)3]

A33 = (−2S2 + 11S3)/[8 sinh(kD)(1− S)3]

A42 = (12S − 14S2 − 264S3 − 45S4 − 13S5)/[24(1− S)5]

A44 = (10S3 − 174S4 + 291S5 + 278S6)/[48(3 + 2S)(1− S)5]

A51 = (−1184 + 32S + 13232S2 + 21712S3 + 20940S4 + 12554S5 − 500S6 − 3341S7 − 670S8)

/[64 sinh(kD)(3 + 2S)(4 + S)(1− S)6]

A53 = (4S + 105S2 + 198S3 − 1376S4 − 1302S5 − 117S6 + 58S7)

/[32 sinh(kD)(3 + 2S)(1− S)6]

A55 = (−6S3 + 272S4 − 1552S5 + 852S6 + 2029S7 + 430S8)

/[64 sinh(kD)(3 + 2S)(4 + S)(1− S)6]

B11 = 1

B22 = coth(kD)(1 + 2S)/[2(1− S)]

B31 = −3(1 + 3S + 3S2 + 2S3)/[8(1− S)3]

B33 = −B31
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B42 = coth(kD)
(
6− 26S − 182S2 − 204S3 − 25S4 + 26S5

)
/[6(3 + 2S)(1− S)4]

B44 = coth(kD)
(
24 + 92S + 122S2 + 66S3 + 67S4 + 34S5

)
/[24(3 + 2S)(1− S)4]

B51 = −(B53 +B55)

B53 = 9(132 + 17S − 2216S2 − 5897S3 − 6292S4 − 2687S5 + 194S6 + 467S7 + 82S8)

/[128(3 + 2S)(4 + S)(1− S)6]

B55 = 5(300 + 1579S + 3176S2 + 2949S3 + 1188S4 + 675S5 + 1326S6 + 827S7 + 130S8)

/[384(3 + 2S)(4 + S)(1− S)6]

C0 =
√

tanh(kD)

C2 = C0(2 + 7S2)/[4(1− S)2]

C4 = C0(4 + 32S − 116S2 − 400S3 − 71S4 + 146S5)/[32(1− S)5]
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